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Abstract. This paper first provides an overview of the financial state of the process industry,
major issues it currently faces, and job placement of chemical engineers in the U.S. These
facts combined with an expanded role of Process Systems Engineering, are used to argue
that to support the “value preservation” and “value growth” industry three major future
research challenges need to be addressed: Product Discovery and Design, Enterprise and
Supply Chain Optimization, and Global Life Cycle Assessment. We provide a brief review
of the progress that has been made in these areas, as well as the supporting methods and
tools for tackling these problems. Finally, we provide some concluding remarks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When Professors Chen and Westerberg invited me to give a keynote lecture on research
challenges in the new millennium at the PSE2003 meeting I was rather hesitant to accept
their invitation since I was unsure whether I would be in a position to contribute to such an
imposing topic. However, after realizing I did not have to provide a research agenda for the
entire next millennium, but at best for the next few years, what also made me decide to
accept were three major facts. The first is that the future of Process Systems Engineering
(PSE) has been very much in my mind through an AIChE perspectives article that I coauthored with Art Westerberg (Grossmann and Westerberg, 2000), and through my
involvement in a committee of the National Research Council, which produced the report
"Beyond the Molecular Frontier: Challenges in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering in the
21st Century," (Breslow et al. 2003). Second, having been department Head at Carnegie
Mellon for the last eight and one half years, my interactions with employers and advisory
boards has given me a useful perspective on the educational and research needs of the
chemical industry. Third, I have had the opportunity to be involved in the Council for
Chemical Research, and in the AIChE Journal as an associate editor. These activities, as well
as the headship at Carnegie Mellon, have helped me to gain a broader appreciation of our
profession. Therefore, it is in this context that I would like to take the opportunity to
speculate about future research challenges in Process Systems Engineering.
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The paper is organized as follows. We first define the landscape in industry by presenting
several financial facts, economic and social challenges, and job placement data in the process
industry. Next we discuss the major trends in the industry, as well as the expanding role of
Process Systems Engineering. Finally, we discuss the future challenges identifying Product
Discovery and Design, Enterprise and Supply Chain Optimization, and Global Life Cycle
Assessment as major themes for future research.
2. LANDSCAPE OF THE PROCESS INDUSTRY
Since Process Systems Engineering has as a major objective to develop new methods and
tools that allow industry to meet its needs by tying science to engineering, it is important to
identify the major facts and trends in industry that motivate the challenges for future research
in this area.
In this section we consider first several financial facts about the chemical process industry.
We then discuss some of the major economic and social issues that are being faced by the
industry, and lastly we present some data for placement of chemical engineers. We restrict
the data to the U.S. industry for the sake of consistency.
2.1 Financial facts. While it has become trendy over the last few years to question the
future of chemical engineering and the process industry, it is important to note that the latter
still remains a major sector of the economy. As an example, Chemical Engineering News
reported in its June 24 issue of 2002 (pp.44-57) that the total revenues of chemicals in the
U.S. in 2001 amounted to $447 billion. The breakdown by product types in billions is shown
in Table 1. If we expand the process industry by adding the petroleum industry, the revenues
reported by major U.S. oil companies in 2001 were $595 billion. Thus, between chemicals
and petroleum, the total revenue in the U.S. is close to $1,000 billion per year.
Table 1. Revenues of chemicals in the U.S. in 2001 (billions)
Basic chemicals
$146.8
Pharmaceuticals
119.9
Specialty chemicals
108.6
Consumer products
48.4
Crop protection
13.7
Fertilizers
10.4
Expenditures in capital spending of the top 25 U.S. chemical producers (i.e. basic and
specialty chemicals) were $7.074 billions in 2001, which is considerably lower than the
$9.333 billion in 1998. The R&D expenditures were $4.798 billions in 2001 versus $5.023 in
1998. In contrast, the pharmaceutical industry saw their R&D expenditures increase from
$15.2 billion in 1998 to $20.9 billion in 2001. It is also interesting to note that in 2001 one in
12 researchers in industry worked for a chemical or pharmaceutical company, while the
expenditure of R&D in the chemical sector was about 10% among all industrial sectors.
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Table 2. Revenues of major U.S. chemical companies in 2001 (billions)
ExxonMobil
$191.6
ChevronTexaco
99.7
Merck
47.7
Procter & Gamble
39.2
Johnson & Johnson
33.0
Pfizer
32.2
Dow
27.8
DuPont
26.8
Bristol-Myers Squibb
21.7
Amgen
3.5
Genentech
1.7
To provide another perspective, the revenues of major companies in the process industry in
2001 are shown in Table 2. From the figures in this table it is clear that the petroleum
companies have the largest revenues followed by pharmaceuticals, consumer products and
chemical companies. Biotechnology companies are last with relatively small revenues. In
terms of profitability and approximate return, however, the order is first biotechnology (2030%), then pharmaceutical (15-20%), petroleum (6-10%) and finally chemical companies (58%).
2.2 Economic and social issues. The chemical process industry faces very important
economic and social issues (Breslow et al., 2003). Globalization of the industry has opened
new markets. While potentially this can help to increase the standard of living throughout the
world, globalization has also resulted in growing worldwide competition. Furthermore, the
introduction of e-commerce is producing greater market efficiencies, while at the same time
greatly reducing the profit margins. Added to these challenges are increased investor
demands for predictable earnings growth despite the cyclical behavior inherent in most of the
chemical industry, which tends to be capital intensive.
Socially, sustainability and protection of the environment will become even more important
challenges for the process industries. Many of the raw materials used, especially those
derived from oil, gas, and some plants and animals have been, and in some cases continue to
be, depleted at rates either large compared to known reserves, or faster than replenishment.
Also, by the very nature of chemistry, there are always contaminants in the raw materials,
incompletely converted raw materials, unavoidable byproducts, or spent catalysts and
solvents that produce waste. These challenges also apply to the production of the energy
from the fuels produced by or consumed by the processing industries. Another concern that
has recently received great attention is the potential detrimental effects of carbon dioxide
emissions to the atmosphere. Recent estimates indicate that the level of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere has increased by a third since the beginning of the industrial age, and that it
currently contributes about 73% to the potential for global warming. Finally, another concern
is the management of water, which is expected to become a major problem in this century.
Almost all chemical manufacturers in the U.S., and increasingly world-wide, now subscribe
to a program called Responsible Care, a pledge by the manufacturers to make only products
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that are harmless to the environment and to its living occupants, and by processes that are
also environmentally and biologically benign.
Closely related to the environmental challenges are the energy challenges. Currently about
85-90% of the world's energy is obtained by burning fossil fuels (petroleum, natural gas, and
coal), but this will change at some point. Regarding alternative energy sources for the
process industry, better ways need to be devised to use solar and wind energy to effectively
convert them to electricity. Combustion needs to be eventually replaced by fuel cell
technology, and the safe and economic use of hydrogen needs to be made a reality. There
are also important future implications for petroleum companies if rechargeable batteries
become practical in electric motor vehicles, obviating the need of gasoline engines.
Finally, the industry also has to respond to diseases and poverty, particularly in the
developing world. For instance, a major challenge is the development and manufacture of
low cost drugs to combat diseases such as AIDS.
2.3 Placement of chemical engineers. Another angle that is important to analyze is the
change in the job placement of graduates in chemical engineering, which has been a result of
changes in the industry. Twenty years ago most graduating students would join petroleum
and chemical companies. Nowadays this has greatly changed. Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), which are
a result of a survey conducted by AIChE, show the distribution of jobs offered to graduates
with B.S. and Ph.D. degrees in 2001. The data is for about 60% of the graduating students in
each case. At the B.S. level the remaining 40% works for the government (2%), pursues a
graduate or professional degree (12%), is unemployed (3.5%), or their employment status is
unknown (20%). At the Ph.D. level the other 40% works for the government (0.8%), takes
on a faculty position (17%), does postdoctoral work (13%), is unemployed (2.8%), or their
employment status is unknown (6%).
What is striking from Fig. 1 is the diversity of industries that employ chemical engineers. At
the B.S. level chemicals, fuels and food/consumer product companies hired almost 50% of
the students. Electronics hired as many as the fuels companies (16%), while the share of
biotechnology and pharmaceutical, and engineering services and consulting, was close to
10% for each. At the Ph.D. level the trends are similar, although chemicals, fuels and
consumer products show a share of only 35%, which is slightly above electronics at 30%.
Also biotechnology and pharmaceuticals has a 16% share.
To appreciate the significant changes that have taken place over the last ten years in the
placement of chemical engineers, the percent changes at the B.S. and Ph.D. levels in the four
major sectors is shown in Table 3. There is a striking decrease in chemicals, and increase in
electronics. Bio/pharma also shows growth but at half the rate of electronics. The drop in
fuels is also noticeable, but not as dramatic as in chemicals. Food and consumer products are
fairly constant.
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Business Svcs. 5.8%

Business Svcs. 2.9%

Other 3.9

Engrg. Svcs.-Environmental 2.4%
Engrg. Svcs.-Research
& Testing 1.8%
Engrg. Svcs.-Design
& Cnstrctn. 5.6%

Chemical 23.3%

Engrg. Svcs.Des./Cnstrctn. 1.9%
Research & Testing 3.4%
Environmental 1.5%

Other Industry 3.9%

Pulp & Paper 1.5%

Pulp & Paper 2.1%

Biotech/Related
Industries (Pharma)
15.9%

Biotech./Related
Industries (Pharma)
9.3%
Materials 3.1%
Food/Consumer
Products 10.6%

Chemical 21.3%

Electronics 15.9%

Fuels 10.6%

Materials 3.4%
Food/Consumer
Products 4.3%

Fuels 15.7%

Electronics 29.5%

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Distribution of 2000-01 industry placements of (a) B.S. and (b) Ph.D. graduates
in the U.S.
Table 3. Change in percentage placement of graduates in the U.S.
B.S. 91
B.S. 01
Ph.D. 91
Chemicals
43.7
23.3
46.0
Fuels
21.2
15.7
15.3
Food/Consumer Prods.
7.2
10.6
5.5
Electronics
2.4
15.9
4.8
Bio/Pharma
3.1
9.3
4.0
Others
22.4
25.2
24.4

Ph.D. 01
21.3
10.6
4.3
29.5
15.9
18.4

3. DISCUSSION OF TRENDS IN INDUSTRY
The material that we presented in section 2 could be the subject of a separate article. Our
intent here is to use these data and issues as a basis to motivate the future research agenda in
Process Systems Engineering in terms of three major themes: Product Discovery and
Design, Enterprise and Supply Chain Optimization, and Global Life Cycle Assessment.
The data of the previous section clearly show that although the traditional chemical industry
(i.e. chemicals, petroleum, consumer products) has greatly shrunk in terms of employment
and R&D expenditures, its revenues are still very large (see Tables 1 and 2). The data also
show that the biotechnology and pharmaceutical sector has become of significant importance
even though their revenues are one quarter of the total industry in the U.S. (see Table 1).
Surprisingly, the electronics sector has become almost as important as the other sectors in
terms of employment. In this case, companies such as IBM (revenue $86 billion), HP
(revenue $45 billion), and INTEL (revenue $27 billion), which are dominated by electrical
and computer engineers, have hired chemical engineers largely for their process skills, which
are important in chip manufacturing.
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One implication of the above, and of the financial and placement data in section 2, is that it
is important to recognize on the one hand the very large magnitude of the “value
preservation” part of the industry (e.g., large-scale commodity chemicals, petroleum), and on
the other hand the great potential of the “value growth” part of the industry (e.g., specialty
chemicals, biotechnology and pharmaceutical products). Obviously, most companies are in
fact dealing with both aspects, particularly since the specialty chemical today becomes the
commodity chemical of tomorrow, and this transition seems to be accelerating, even in the
case of the pharmaceutical industry.
Therefore, for companies in the process industry to remain competitive and economically
viable, this requires for the “value preservation” part of the industry the optimization of the
enterprise and its supply chain by reducing costs and inventories, operating efficiently and
continuously improving product quality. For the "value growth" part it means innovating and
becoming smarter and quicker in product discovery and design, as well as in their
commercialization, particularly in reducing the time to market. But the challenges posed by
the energy and the environment discussed in section 2.2 must also be urgently addressed, as
they are likely to have a profound effect on the long-term viability and acceptance of the
chemical industry. It is here where global life cycle assessment will become an essential task
that must be undertaken effectively.
4. EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF PROCESS SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Process Systems Engineering has traditionally been concerned with the understanding and
development of systematic procedures for the design, control and operation of chemical
process systems (Sargent, 1991). However, as discussed in Grossmann and Westerberg
(2000), the scope of PSE can be broadened by making use of the concept of the “chemical
supply chain” shown in Fig. 2. The supply chain starts at the molecular level with of
chemicals that must be discovered or synthesized. Subsequent steps aggregate the molecules
into clusters, particles and films as single and multiphase systems that finally take the form
of macroscopic mixtures. Through scale-up, we next move to the design and analysis of the
production units that must be integrated in a process flowsheet. Finally, that process
becomes part of a site with several plants that are connected through suppliers, warehouses
and distribution centers, which ultimately defines a commercial enterprise.
Based on Fig. 2, Grossmann and Westerberg (2000) define Process Systems Engineering as
the field that is concerned with the improvement of decision making processes for the
creation and operation of the chemical supply chain. It deals with the discovery, design,
manufacture and distribution of chemical products in the context of many conflicting goals.
A major change with this definition of PSE is the move away from process units and plants.
In one direction the move is towards the molecular level in order to aid in the discovery and
design of new molecular structures. In the other direction, the need is to move towards the
enterprise level in order to help the coordination of the logistics for manufacturing and
production planning with the entire supply chain. These two trends are consistent with the
themes Product Discovery and Design, and Enterprise and Supply Chain Optimization,
respectively. Furthermore, since the objective is to ultimately integrate from the R&D level
through the process manufacturing level, and finally to the distribution level, this gives rise
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to the theme of Global Life Cycle Assessment that requires covering all the length and time
scales of the subsystems involved in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The "chemical supply" chain*.
5. FUTURE CHALLENGES
Based on the previous sections, it would appear that Product Discovery and Design,
Enterprise and Supply Chain Optimization, and Global Life Cycle Assessment are likely to
emerge as major research challenges in the PSE area over the next decade. Methods and
tools, traditional strengths of PSE, will also continue to be of central importance. Below we
discuss each of these themes.
5.1 Product Discovery and Design.
In order to move towards the molecular level, traditional process design is expanding to
include molecular product design (Joback and Stephanopoulos, 1989). Promising work in
this area, which has been labeled as CAMD (Computer-Aided Molecular Design), has been
recently summarized in the book by Achenie et al. (2002). Good progress has been made
here in developing optimization models for synthesizing molecular structures of solvents,
refrigerants and polymers (e.g. see Pretel et al., 1994; Camarda and Maranas, 1999; Duvedi
and Achenie, 1997; Sahinidis and Tawarmalani, 2000). A major challenge that remains is the
need to develop more accurate predictive capabilities for properties of compounds in order to
apply the optimization methodologies (Sinha et al., 2002). Ideally one would like to resort to
molecular simulation models (De Pablo and Escobar, 2002), which are increasingly
*

This figure is courtesy of Professor Wolfgang Marquardt, RWTH Aachen (Marquardt et al, 2000).
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providing very good predictions as for instance shown in the work by Bowen et al. (2002).
Closely related to CAMD is the design and analysis of proteins and biological molecules
(see Maranas et al, 2003), where predictive properties tend to be probabilistic as they large
rely on experimentation. On the other hand, force-field and ab-initio models are being
developed for protein structure prediction as reported by Floudas and Klepeis (2001),
Klepeis and Floudas (2002) and Westerberg and Floudas (1999), who have made use of
global optimization techniques to solve these problems. To support the expansion to R&D
through product discovery, optimal planning and scheduling techniques for new product
development are also receiving increased attention to better coordinate the pipeline of new
products and their testing in the agrochemical and pharmaceutical industry (e.g. see Blau et
al., 2000; Maravelias and Grossmann, 2001; Subramanian et al., 2003; Shah, 2003)
At the macroscopic level, product design is also emerging as an intriguing area of research
(Cussler and Moggridge, 2001; Westerberg and Subramanian, 2000), although industry has
practiced product design for a long time. The emphasis in research is the tie of new products
to market needs, and the systematic exploration of alternatives for developing new products,
which normally must be accomplished in multidisciplinary teams that are composed by
scientists, engineers of other disciplines and business people. An interesting problem here
that has not received enough attention is the integration of product and process design, an
example of which is the work by Vaidyraman and Maranas (1999) on synthesis of
refrigeration synthesis and refrigerant selection. Also, the design of electronic and optic
devices would seem to be a worthwhile area given the number of chemical engineers who
are hired by the electronics industry (e.g. see Itle et al., 2002).
Process design will of course still involve significant research challenges. The lack of
commercial tools for the synthesis of large-scale commodity flowsheets clearly indicates the
need for new developments and approaches (e.g. see Gadewar et al., 2001; Ismail et al.,
1999; Shelley and Halwagi, 2000; Wilson and Maniuosiouthakis, 2000; Yeomans and
Grossmann, 1999). Also, among the assessment of operability measures safety is the one that
still remains a major challenge (e.g. see Huang et al., 2002). The interaction between design
and control also continues to attract attention (Bansal et al., 2002; Design and control of
batch and biological processes will also become more prominent. Another related challenge
is the area of process intensification that requires discovering novel unit operations that
integrate several functions and that can potentially reduce the cost and complexity of process
systems (Stankiewicz and Moulin, 2000). While significant progress has been made in the
area of reactive distillation (e.g. see Nisoli et al. 1997; Lee et al., 2000; Jackson and
Grossmann, 2001), there is not yet a systematic procedure for synthesizing more general
units, let alone processes, that integrate functions in a novel way.
Other areas that are likely to receive increased attention due to the growth in new industries
include synthesis of micro-systems and design of micro-structured materials. An example of
the former is work by Pfeiffer et al. (2002) that deals with the synthesis of chip-based
electrophoretic systems, while an example of the latter is the work by Winn and Doherty
(1998) on crystallization that is of significance in the pharmaceutical industry. Also,
biological related processes, starting at the level of the genome (Hatzimaikatis, 2000;
Maranas et al., 2003), going through metabolic networks (Stephanopoulos, 2002) and finally
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to process units and flowsheets (Lee et al. 1997; Steffens et al, 2000) will give rise to design
and control problems that are likely to attract attention, and lead to problems that have not
been investigated previously (e.g. synthesis of separation of very dilute systems). Finally,
biomedical applications such as drug delivery (Parker and Doyle, 2001), and anesthesia
(Morari and Gentilini, 2001), provide new opportunities for applications of process control
methodologies. Surprisingly, there are only very few applications in the electronics area
(Edgar et al., 2000), despite the fact that this sector hires a large number of chemical
engineers as was seen in section 2.3.
5.2. Enterprise and Supply Chain Optimization.
This area is attracting a great deal of attention from industry and academia, as was shown in
the recent FOCAPO2003 meeting in Coral Springs. While the applications are aimed mostly
at commodities, there are also increasingly applications in specialties, pharmaceuticals
(Shah, 2003), and in the food industry (Masini et al, 2003). Major challenges in this area
include development of models for strategic and tactical planning for process networks
(Shapiro, 2003) that often require the solution of large-scale multiperiod optimization
problems. Furthermore, these models must be eventually integrated with scheduling models.
While very significant progress has been made, these models still lack sufficient generality
despite significant advances made in this area (e.g. Bassett et al, 1997; Kondili et al., 1993;
Pantelides, 1994; Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998; Maravelias and Grossmann., 2003a). Also,
the efficient solution of these models and extension to rescheduling (Mendez and Cerda,
2003) is required for their application to real-time scheduling and their handling of
uncertainties (e.g. Honkomp et al., 1997; Balasubramanian and Grossmann, 2002). The
incorporation of cash flows and related financial issues in planning and scheduling has been
addressed by Badell and Puigjaner (2001) and Romero at al. (2003. The incorporation of
uncertainty in planning and scheduling models through stochastic optimization still remains
a great challenge due to the very large computational requirements that are needed
(Sahinidis, 2003). However, this is clearly an area that might be ripe for significant progress,
including ways for better quantifying financial risk (e.g. see Barbaro and Bagajewicz, 2004).
Another interesting challenge is the characterization of dynamics in supply chains and the
application of control methodologies in order to improve responsiveness (Vargas-Villamil
and Rivera, 2000; Perea et al, 2001; Nishi et al., 2002). Interestingly the work by VargasVillamil and Rivera deals with semi-conductor manufacturing.
In order to fully address the enterprise and supply chain optimization requires a tighter
integration with the operation at the plant level. Here the areas of data reconciliation and
sensor location still offer interesting challenges for optimization (see Bagajewicz, 2003;
Chmieliwski et al., 2002), while the areas of verification, abnormal events management, and
synthesis of operating procedures (Barton and Lee, 2003; Venkatsubramanian, 2003) are
being approached by knowledge-based systems, and increasingly with emerging methods for
hybrid systems (Silva et al., 2001). The development of effective plant-wide model
predictive control is also very relevant in order to provide a seamless integration of the plant
with the planning and supply chain optimization models. The major pending research
problem that still remains is the integration of planning, scheduling and control, whether at
the plant level, or at the supply chain level. Major difficulty is ensuring consistency,
feasibility and optimality across models that are applied over large changes in times scales
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(years, months, down to days and seconds). Another outstanding problem is the design of
supply chains in the face of restructuring in the industry.
5.3. Global Life Cycle Assessment.
Supporting the goal of Responsible Care by the chemical industry will require development
of systematic methods and tools for design of environmentally benign products and
processes. At the process level significant progress has been made in the synthesis and
optimization of water networks (for a review see Bagajewicz, 2000). Progress has also been
made to better understand the implications of waste at the level of the synthesis and analysis
of a process flowsheet (e.g. Pistikopoulos et al., 1994; El-Halwagi, 1997; Cano-Ruiz and
McRae, 1998; Cabezas et al., 1999; Linninger and Chakraborty, 2001; Sikdar and ElHalwagi, 2001). Little work, however, has been made to assess environmental implications
at the level of product design, and the integration with processing. Examples have been the
work by Sinha et al. (1999) for design of environmentally benign solvents, and the work by
Hostrup et al. (1999) for design of solvents and synthesis of separation systems. More
importantly, however, is the need to adopt broader approaches to the Life Cycle Assessment
of Products and Processes in order to predict more accurately their long-term sustainability
(Heijungs et al., 1996; Korevaar, 2000; Nebel and Wright, 2002). While few interesting
measures have been proposed to support this assessment in the PSE community in terms of
thermodynamics (Bakshi, 2000) and in terms of IT to document all the elements involved in
the life cycle of a plant design (Schneider and Marquardt, 2002), an open question is still
what are good measures for sustainability. Also more comprehensive approaches to
sustainability are required as has been done in other disciplines (e.g. Hendrickson et al.,
1998). An interesting related question is how to effectively recycle excess products by using
a "reverse supply chain" (Biehl et al., 2002). Also, the consideration of atmospheric
chemistry and global climate change (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1997; Seinfeld, 2000) should be
incorporated to provide a truly global assessment. Furthermore, this would also provide a
stronger basis for investigating the carbon sequestration problem (Johnson and Keith, 2001).
5.4. PSE Methods and Tools.
A comprehensive approach to Product Discovery and Design, Enterprise and Supply Chain
Optimization, and Global Life Cycle Assessment will involve the solution of a number of
challenging problems, including the integration of several parts of the chemical supply chain
in Fig. 2. This will require the multi-scale modeling ranging from the atomic level to the
enterprise level, as well as the development and improvement of supporting methods for
simulation, optimization, control and information processing.
While significant progress has been made in optimization in areas such as nonlinear and
mixed-integer optimization (Biegler and Grossmann, 2002) there are still many outstanding
problems (Grossmann and Biegler, 2002). The solution of very large-scale differentialalgebraic methods whether for dynamic simulation and real-time optimization of entire
plants involving millions of variables, or for simulating systems at multiple scales (e.g. fluid
mechanics and molecular dynamics) is a capability that is still at relatively early stages
(Biegler et al, 2002). There is also need for methods for simulating and optimizing under
uncertainty, a capability that is still limited to fairly small problems due to the great potential
computational expense (Sahinidis, 2003). Related capabilities where good progress has been
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made are new approaches to flexibility analysis (Ierapetritou, 2001; Novak and Kravanja,
1999) and parametric programming (Dua and Pistikopoulos, 1999), although current
methods are still restricted to relatively small problems. Another important capability will be
advanced optimization tools that can handle mixed-integer, discrete-logic and quantitativequalitative equations to model synthesis and planning and scheduling problems more
effectively (Grossmann et al., 2002; Grossmann, 2002). Generalized Disjunctive
Programming (Lee and Grossmann, 2003) and Constraint Programming (Hooker, 2000) are
novel approaches that offer alternative solution methods, with the former appearing to be
especially useful for synthesis problems, and the latter on scheduling problems. An
interesting problem here is the development of hybrid methods that effectively combine
these techniques (Jain and Grossmann, 2001; Maravelias and Grossmann, 2003b). Another
very important problem that is still in its infancy is mixed-integer dynamic optimization
(Bansal et al., 2001). Global optimization has also seen significant progress for solving
problems with a specific structure (Adjiman et al., 1998a, 1998b; Ryoo and Sahinidis, 1996;
Sahinidis, 1996). Nevertheless, there is still a need to effectively address the solution of
large-scale problems, problems involving arbitrary functions, equations (Lucia, 2002) and
problems involving differential equations (Papamichail and Adjiman, 2002). A very different
approach that is being explored for the approximate global optimization is agent-based
computations (Siirola et al, 2002), which has been motivated by the area of complex systems
(Ottino, 2003) and that has been recently applied to supply chain problems (Julka et al.,
2002)
In the area of process control vigorous efforts continue in the areas of model predictive
control (Rawlings, 2000; Morari et al., 2003), which is being increasingly applied to new
systems such as simulated moving bed chromatography system (Natarajan and Lee (2000).
Other efforts include system identification (Jorgensen. and Lee, 2002), process monitoring
(Kourti and MacGregor, 1996), and fault diagnosis (Zhao et al., 1998; Chiang et al., 2001).
Intriguing problems that merit further research is the use of passivity theory (Hangos et al.,
1999; Ydstie and Alonso, 1997) for providing a stronger physical foundation to process
control, and network theory for structured modeling in control (Mangold et al. 2002). A new
interesting development in process control has been the consideration of PDE models (Baker
and Christofides, 1999; Christofides, 2001) that in principle will allow tackling dynamic
problems at a much greater level of detail, although the computational challenges are
formidable. Another very interesting development has been hybrid dynamic systems that
involve discrete and continuous variables (Avraam et al, 1998; Benmporad and Morari,
2001; Kowalewski, 2002; Morari, 2002), and that provide a framework for integrating
regulatory control with higher level supervisory control functions. A challenging
development in hybrid systems has been the incorporation of global optimization methods
(Barton and Lee, 2003). Finally, the integration of measurements, control and information
systems will emerge as a problem of increased importance with advances in IT (Ydstie,
2002).
Modeling for simulation and optimization will continue to be a major focus of PSE research.
New directions include greater integration of traditional algebraic or DAE flowsheet models
with PDE models for Computational Fluid Dynamics calculations (Oh and Pantelides, 1996),
integration of macroscopic models with molecular simulation models (Stefanović and
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Pantelides, 2000) in order to support multi-scale computations. Also, modeling tools are
needed for the natural specification of logic and discrete decisions (Vecchietti and
Grossmann, 2000) as well as for accommodating hierarchical decisions such as in conceptual
design (Douglas, 1985). Information modeling tools (Davis et al., 2001; Eggersmann et al.,
2002), will also become increasingly important for supporting integration problems, and for
problem solving by large and globally distributed teams (Eggersmann et al., 2003).
Advances in computing, both in performance growth of computing hardware and in object
oriented software development will help to realize some of the supporting tools described
above. Higher number of cycles and larger memories can be expected in the future, which
will help in addressing a number of the larger problems described above (e.g. Mallya et al.,
1999, for process simulation). The need for advanced computing has led to the development
of cheap, high performance clusters, such as the Beowulf class computers (e.g. see
http://beowulf.cheme.cmu.edu). These have leveraged the availability cost effective
components (microprocessors, motherboards, disks and network interface cards) and
publicly available, hardware independent software. Beowulf clusters allow the possibility of
large-scale parallel computing for the price of standard components. Finally, wireless
computing may also create new needs for effectively supporting team work by diverse and
distributed specialists .
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The financial trends, issues and changes in job placement, and the broadening of PSE, would
indicate that in order to support "value preservation" and "value growth" in the process
industry will require new advances and developments from PSE in three major areas:
Product Discovery and Design, Enterprise and Supply Chain Optimization, and Global Life
Cycle Assessment. Furthermore, to make progress in these areas continued work is required
in basic PSE methods and tools. While this is not a surprising conclusion, we can make a
few remarks and observations based on the data and review of recent work that we
presented:
1.
While a shift to product design is a welcome change in PSE to support "value growth,"
it should not be separated from process design, which is a core capability of chemical
engineers and PSE. Furthermore, to support discovery it is paramount to connect the
molecular level design with properties at the macroscopic level.
2.
The area of enterprise and supply chain optimization offers a unique opportunity to
PSE given its potential to impact the "value preservation" part of the industry, which is under
great competition. Supply chain optimization of course offers opportunities in the "value
growth" industry such as in pharmaceuticals.
3.
Despite the great importance of sustainability and environmental issues, the research
efforts from the PSE community have been rather timid. A bolder and more creative
approach is clearly needed. One intriguing opportunity might be process intensification as a
way to revolutionize chemical plants. Another opportunity could be stronger interaction
between product and process design as part of a life cycle analysis of chemicals.
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4.
There are many potential and exciting possibilities in biological related research in
PSE. However, industrial growth in that area is unlikely to become sufficiently large so that
it should become the major focus of PSE research.
5.
The electronics area has received be little attention by the PSE community despite the
significant number of chemical engineers who have been hired by that industry. PSE should
be able to contribute to the simulation and optimization of chip manufacturing processes, as
well as in the area of product design by exploiting our knowledge of chemistry and chemical
engineering.
6.
Since many of the computational challenges of PSE tools arise with large problem
sizes, there might be the temptation to think that faster and more advanced computers is all
that is needed. While these developments will obviously have significant impact, the
breakthroughs will come with synergy of new theories and algorithms as it has happened in
the case of LP and MILP optimization (Bixby, 2002).
Finally, we hope that this paper has shown that in PSE there are many problems that are
intellectually challenging and that are relevant to industry. The important goal is to make
sure that new research directions in the "new millennium" emphasize both points.
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